Abstract:
A woman pregnant with her grandchild; a hamster in a state of suspended animation; human cells reproducing into eternity. These are some of the biotechnological innovations that seemed to blur the line between science and science fiction in the decades following the Second World War. Public accounts of these innovations emerged against the backdrop of debates in social and political thought surrounding the atrocities of two global conflagrations and, more broadly, colonialism. This talk will draw on legal cases and policy debates, the mainstream media and popular fiction and film to show how scientific innovation and geopolitical transformation converged in narratives that challenged conventional definitions of the human—and of life itself—in the decades following the war. Flashing up as a memory in a moment of danger, these narratives featured the “slippery slope of bioslavery” as a cautionary tale of where biotechnology might lead. This talk will show how, in turn, narratives of bioslavery shaped the public response to biotechnology and with what consequences.
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